
Yellowstone's Northern Range
Where Nature Takes Its Course
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When the U.S. Congress set

Yellowstone's boundaries in 1872,

the primary goal was preservation of

the area's geysers and other geothermal wonders;

little thought was given to the migratory habits of its

wildlife, aboul which little was then known The

park's higher elevations provide summer range for

an estimated 38,000 grazing wildlife called ungulates

— elk. bison, pronghom, deer, bighom sheep, and

moose. But each year the accumulating snow spurs

most of them to lower areas where the winter is

warmer and drier, where there is more open range

and fewer forests.

About half of the 30,000 elk that summer in the

park spend the winter on an area known as the

Northern Range, which covers 600 square miles

along the Lamar and Yellowstone nver basins,

overlapping the boundary between Wyoming and

Montana. A third of this range is on public and

private lands north of the park, where wild ungulates

often compete with livestock for grassland in winter.

Sometimes referred to as

"America \s Serengeti

"

because of the large herds of
wildlife that graze on its

rolling expanse, the Northern

Range has also been the

stomping groundfor
generations of w ildlife experts,

politicians, and concerned

citizens who have wrangled

over how to best "manage"
this natural treasure. Why the

controversy?

United States Department of the Interior

NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

Dear Yellowstone Neighbors:

I urged my staff lo prepare this newsletter because the conservation of park resources is too

important an issue lo be addressed with anything less than the full attention of citizens like yourself

Yellowstone's Northern Range has been controversial for most of this century , whether the debate is

over elk numbers, bison management, predator control, or grassland ecology The public is

watching, and has importanl questions thai deserve careful answers

This newsletter introduces a wealth of new research about the Northern Range that has been

done by respected scientists from a dozen universities and many state and federal agencies These

research findings have been published in the nation's leading scientific journals, which require strict

adherence to objective research and represent the highest scientific "court" in the land. Science has

taught us that a wildland ecosystem cannot be judged by the standards of commercial rangelands,

and that the verdict on the Northern Range is to be found in the abundance of plant and animal life

that continue to thrive there year after year.

It's also important to recognize that for Yellowstone, as for any wildland. science cannot

provide all the answers We treasure Yellowstone precisely because its landscape has been

determined largely by natural processes rather than by human decisions Questions about its

management inevitably touch upon deep-seated values that are based less upon facts than upon on

how each of us believes we should relate to our natural environment

Please give this newsletter some time. Although no amount of science can settle such debates,

we in the National Park Service believe that only by understanding what we have learned through

research can we move the discussion about the Northern Range forward

Sincerely.

'^rcWv^fC
Superintendent

Yellowstone National Park

Too Many Elk at Home on the

Range?

For decades it was commonly thought that the

elk were "overgrazing" the Northern Range — that

they were eating the vegetation more quickly than it

could recover and damaging the plant communities,

including willow and aspen. From this point of

view, in order to maintain "the right balance"

between elk and their habitat, the elk must be

reduced periodically, although bison and pronghom

have also been blamed tor overgrazing. As a result

of this belief. Yellowstone's grazers were once

trapped and shipped to other ranges across North

America; some were simply shot. When control

efforts resulted in the slaughter of thousands of elk in

the 1960s, a public outcry led to hearings held by

U.S. Senator McGee (Wyoming) and reductions

came to an end in 1968. At that time, the number of

elk wintering on the Northern Range was down to

aboul 4,500.

Since then, wildlife managers at Yellowstone

and throughout the United States have come to

recognize each species' ability to "naturally" regulate

its own number when we do not intervene unduly

through our land use and other activities. When the

process of natural regulation is permitted to take

place, there's no "right" number of elk for the

Northern Range Instead, the elk population fluctu-

ates over time as its birth and death rates are affected

by a combination ot factors, including winter

severity, the quantity and quality of available forage,

emigration, parasites, disease, and predation by other

animals. Elk are also subject to hunting when they

leave the park



Although the elk population wintering on the Northern

Range quadrupled after reductions stopped in 1968, the

fluctuations have become smaller as they increasingly

reflect natural population control rather than human

interference. The current population levels, which are

determined by aerial surreys, may approximate the num-

ber of elk present on the range before significant human

intervention began in the 19th century.

The Effect of Natural Regulation on the Northern Range

In a world where progress is generally assoc-

iated with our Ability 10 control and shape our

physical environment to some ideal vision of the way

w e think things should be. the idea of accepting

natural regulation has been conirovetMal. It's

Obviously not appropriate for all animals in all park-.,

or in any situation where it is necessary to protect

human life or property But three decades of

experience have shown that, combined with regu-

lated hunting in the surrounding national forests,

natural regulation has controlled the size of the elk

population. Although the number of elk Wintering

on the Northern Range has increased in response to

the conversion of more than 10.000 acres north of

the park from livestock to wildlife use and increased

migration to that land, it has also responded to

weather variations and other environmental factors

Elk increased during years w ith mild w inters and wet

summers, and declined after the drought and fires of

1988 Since 1990, annual tall population esiimalc\

have fluctuated between 16.000 and 20.000

Although the northern Yellowstone elk depend

in part upon public and private lands north of the

park, it appears that the cooperative effort that has

developed over the years has sustained a large,

thriving elk herd that is valued by Yellowstone

visitors as well as by hunters and other wildlife

supporter. According to the Montana Department

of Fish. Wildlife and Parks, this elk herd has the

highest economic value of any in the state.

But how has natural regulation ol elk affected

the range itself and the other animals who live there''

In response to the continuing controversy over the

condition of the range, in 1986 Congress mandated a

study on the results of natural regulation This

research initiative, one of the largest in the history of

the National Park Service (NPS>. encompassing

more than 40 projects by NPS biologists, university

researcher., and scientists from other federal and

state agencies, has made substantial progress in

clarifying the complex ecology of the range. The

research results demonstrate that the Northern Range

has continued to provide a robust source of nutrition

for large, healthy ungulate herds year after year, and

despite certain localized impacts, elk do not appear

to have had any significant long-term effects on the

overall biodiversity of native animals and plants on

the range The changes in vegetation that have

caused some observers to raise alarms are cither not

the result of elk "overpopulation'' or are part of long-

term ecological processes such as climate and

predation that we are only beginning to understand

Some of the key research findings, which have

been summarized in the recently published book.

Yellowstone's Northern Range: Complexity and

Change in a Wddland Ecosystem, are reported in the

articles that follow Although there is still much that

needs to be studied, and experts will continue to

disagree on some points, this research has fundamen-

tally altered the nature of the grazing debate in

Yellowstone and may influence the management of

wildland ranges throughout the world

What is Wildlife For?
.4 Changing View

The shift toward natural regulation of wildlife to

the extent feasible is part of a long evolution in the

public s view ol the purpose of a national park and

the role of w ildlife When Yellowstone was estab-

lished 125 years ago. the primary goal was to protect

certain specific natural wonders and hunting was

permitted The park was not staffed or equipped

during its carh years to present the w idesprcid

slaughter of wildlife that swept the West in the 1870s

and early 1880s. and many of Yellow stone's wildhle

populations were nearly decimated Recognizing

that the park could serv e as a reservoir to restock the

surrounding area with jume. sportsmen and other

conservationists gave w idespread support to the

hunting ban that went into effect in 1 883.

From then until the 1930s, wildlife management

was largely a matter of protecting the "good"

animals (elk. deer, and other game animals) and

eliminating the "bad" ones (wolves, coyotes and

other predators) But as the protected animals

became less wary ot people and easier to see. the

park's w ildlife became valued not only as a source of

game lor hunters outside the park hut as an important

visitor attraction in the park, and both predators and

their prey came to be regarded as worthy of preser-

vation

We now recognize that plant and animal

communities may change significantly from one year

land century > to the next in response to changing

environmental conditions But for a long time,

biologists thought natural processes tended toward a

stable -.tale that could be predicted, with the goal of

maintaining some ideal "balance ot nature" between

predators and prey, grazers and their forage. Conse-

quently, management ot Yellowstone's Northern

Range was expected to keep animal numbers steady

and minimize w inter mortality, a goal that required

deliberate reductions in the elk population.

By the 1960s, an increasing number of ecolo-

gists were challenging the belief that the Northern

Range was overgrazed They proposed to let the elk

herds seek their own population level so that their

numbers would be "naturally" regulated by their

environment This view, which has been borne out

by actual experience on the Northern Range since elk

reductions ended, has become pan of the answer to

the larger question. "What is wildlife for?" Instead

of focusing solely on the protection of individual

plant and animal species, the goal of wildlife

management has become to preserve the whole set ol

complex natural processes that shape an ecosystem

Inherent in this approach is an acceptance ot the tact

that some years will bnng heavy winter mortality for

some animals, followed by periods ol population

growth

Just as ranchers and farmers see yearly varia-

tions in grow mg conditions and the success of their

crops, so must Yellowstone's wildlife respond to

changes in its environment, which may include fire.

Hoods, and drought But where animal mortality on

a ranch may be considered a"wasle." among wild

animals il is crucial to the sun w .ii .>i man) othei

plant and animal species

"The natural resource policies of

the National Park Service are

aimed at providing the American

people with the opportunity to

enjoy and benefit from natural

environments evolving through

natural processes minimally

influenced by human actions."

— National Park Service Management

Policies. 1988



What is Overgrazing?

When concern about overgrazing first surfaced

in the 1920s, opinions on how the Northern Range
"should" look were based on the only available

criteria thai used !o evaluate ranges grazed by

domestic livestock Scientists had no clear idea of

how unmampulated wildland grazing systems

worked or what they typically looked like because by

that lime they were already gone in the United

States, often replaced by domestic livestock opera-

tions which have entirely different goals and effects

on the landscape But wildlife are not livestock,

which move primarily when and w here humans
move them Wild ungulates have evolved with their

range, which has adapted to survive their grazing

Consequently, a wildland range does look

different from a commercial range; its appearance

depends entirely on environmental factors, instead of

on close supervision by someone whose primary

goal is (o maintain the highest sustainable level of

livestock production What a wildland ecologist

would consider normal grazing effects, a livestock

manager might consider unacceptable Kir example,

ranchers view evidence of erosion with alarm

because soil is an economic asset But in a wildland

area w here natural processes are to function as much
as possible w ithout human interference or economic

considerations, erosion is an inherent part of the

landscape, whether caused by the movement of

animals or long-term geological forces.

Instead of assessing a range based on its

appearance, scientific appraisals of both commercial

and wildland ranges depend on the measurement ol

criteria such as plant productivity In Northern

Range research, these evaluations have been done hy

comparing grazed areas to areas inside plots that

have been fenced to prevent grazing

/.v the Grass Greener on the

Other Side of the Fence?

Although plants on ungrazed plots are taller,

research on the Northern Range has shown thai,

except in drought years, grazing does not reduce the

seasonal protein content or volume of grass, or the

seedling establishment or growth of big sagebrush

How can this be' 1
F.Ik move across the range as

foraging condition! dictate, seldom grazing (orbs and

grasses during their most vulnerable period and

generally moving to higher elevations before the

plants flower and seed In addition, the effect of
processing plants through an ungulate's digestive

tract is very different from plants being left to die a-s

leaves and stems on the ground. Gra/ers enhance the

cycling of nutrients by tilling the soil with their

hooves and by speeding up the decomposition

process, converting plant matter to feces and unne
that are quickly cycled back into the system along

with their own carcasses.

The appearance of the Northern Range is

affected by grazing, but ungulates are only one of

many contributing factors, the primary influence

over the long term is climate.

;

"To me, the point is the ecosystem. Is

the system functioning, or are things

breaking down? Are we getting an
invasion of unpalatable plants, or

breaking down soils so that their rate

of nutrient recycling is going to pot?
That's what I'm looking at. And I don't

see that in Yellowstone. Therefore, as
a grazing system, this is a healthy

one."

— 1995 interview with Sam McNaughton,
botany professor at Syracuse University

height Most of the aspen that are growing old on
the Northern Range now were just getting started

during the period from the I 870s to the 1 890s

While this evidence suggests that the sparseness

of Northern Range's willows and aspens cannot be
explained simply by the size of the elk population, its

woody vegetation has been studied far less than its

grasses and sagebrush The park strongly supports

the need for more research on the relationship of

willows and aspen to other plants and animals on the

range.

What About Willows and Aspen? What Makes the Rivers Muddy?

Research has show n that about of the elk's

winter diet comes from grasses and forbs. the rest

from woody vegetation Although some observers

have attributed a decline in willows and aspen on the

Northern Range to overbrowsing by elk. other

factors may be involved Where willows grow in

Yellowstone is almost entirely determined by altitude

and precipitation 99'/t of the park's willow commu-
nities are found in areas thai are above 7.000 feet

and/or receive more than 20 inches of annual

precipitation, which excludes most of the Northern

Range Although old photos show that some

Northern Range locations had much taller willows in

the 1 890s than they do now. most of the decline in

the last century has been during droughts rather than

periods of large elk populations No significant

decline in Northern Range willows has occurred

since (959 despite a quadrupling of elk numbers.

Like willows, aspen thrive m areas ol the park

what the climate is better suited to them, including

ungulate summer ranges and other places that

receive more than 25 inches of precipitation a year

A 1995 tree-ring study showed there's been only one

period since the early IKOOs when Northern Range

aspen were able lo escape browsing and reach tree

An increase in elk numbers has also been

blamed tor erosion and heavy sedimentation in

Northern Range nvers To determine if there was
any scientific basis for this, a team of researchers

Irom government agencies and Trout Unlimited

mapped erosive lands in the Yellowstone River

drainage from the park to Livingston. Montana from

1985 to 1987 They found that most of the sediment

that muddies park nvers comes from four steep and

geologically unstable areas such as the Clrand

Canyon of the Yellowstone River and the higher

elevations of the Lamar River watershed In none of

these places are ungulates significant soil movers.

Consequently, even it the Northern Range were

nd of all ungulates, its nvers would still become

muddy, especially dunng spnng snowmell and

intense thunderstorms, and following fires when

'.egelation is reduced These processes are part of the

natural functioning of a wildland ecosystem.

Sediments m nvers throughout the park are

>a nhin the normal range observed in other western

streams, and the Lamar Valley is still considered a

blue-nbbon trout fishery, companng favorably with

that of other sport fishenes that have no wildlife

herds grazing nearby

Other Wildlife on the Range

The quadrupling of the northern Yellowstone elk

herd since reductions stopped in 1968 has led some

to question whether the increase in elk has come at

the expense of certain other animals But compell-

ing fact ol iik- and, on a level" plaj ing field

w here human intervention U,,L' S not give one species

an advantage over another, does not mean thai

something is wrong The predominance of elk is

largely a result of its ability to survive on a greater

variety of forage than other wild ungulates But

changing environmental conditions dictate that all

plant and animal populations will fluctuate overtime

and vary in different locations m the park The range

expansion and mild wet climate that contnbuted to

the elk increase during most ot the 1980s also

lavored most other ungulates on the Northern Range

(and throughout the grealer Yellowstone ecosystem),

including bison, pronghorn, bighorn sheep, mule

deei and white-tailed deei Onl> moose declined

during thai period

Moose: Unlike elk, moose depend on woody

nparian vegetation lor most ot their diet, and since

thev can survive in snow that is much deeper, they

lend lo winter at higher elevations than elk Their

solitary habits in forested areas make population

estimates difficult, but there are thought to he several

hundred moose on the Northern Range The

population does appear to have decreased since the

1960s and. although competitive exclusion by elk

cannot be entirelv ruled out as a tactor. the fires of

1988 and hunting outside the park may have also

played j rok-

Pronghorn: Although once abundant in the

grasslands of greater Yellowstone, pronghorn were

heavily reduced by settlement and hunting in the

19th century, and because of overgrazing concerns in

the 20th century The only resident herd in the park is

that on the Northern Range, where neither its rapid

increase in the 1980s to almost 600 nor Us more

recent decline to 200 in 1996 appears related to the

size of the elk population

Beaver: Because the beaver's preferred foods,

especially aspen, have been only marginally present

in the area tor thousands of years, most of

Yellowstone is not good beaver habitat. Intensive

beaver poaching in the late 19th century may have

contributed to a temporary spread of aspen, which

after wildlife protection improved, permitted a

temporary beaver boom by the 1920s — at the same

lime the elk population was growing But once the

heaver had used up this food source and began going

alter the willow s, the beaver population began to

decline Although there are few on the Northern

Range, beaver colonies persist elsewhere in the park

Predators: Elk provide crucial food for many

predators and scavengers, including gnzzlies. black

bears, wolves, bald eagles, cougars, foxes, ravens

and many small birds, mammals, and insects. Each

grizzly bear within the calving range ot the northern

elk herd may kill an average of 15 elk calves a year.

Llk hulls are especially susceptible to gn/zly

predation during the tall rut, and coyotes can take elk

that are in poor condition or whose movements are

hampered by snow More research will be needed to

determined the impact of the reintroduced wolf

packs, which subsist pnmanly on elk.



Why the Buffalo Can 7 Roam

The park's bison population was reduced trom

about 1.500 tO less than 400 animals in response to

overgrazing concerns in the 1950s and 1960s, and

then grew to more than 3,900 by the mid-1990s As

they have tor centuries, Yellowstone bison survived

the winter by migrating to geothermul areas and

lower elevation ranges both in and outside the park

Although some people saw the number of bison

outside the park in the late 1980s and early 1990s as

evidence ot food shortages caused by overgrazing,

research has show n thai the increased migration is

largely a result of the bison taking advantage ot

trails now groomed foi snowmobile use

But because some carry brucellosis, a bacterial

disease that also infects domestic livestock, for

about 30 years bison entering Montana from the

park have had to be shipped to slaughter or shot,

even if on publicly-owned land such as national

forests. Unfortunately, the unprecedented snow and

ice of the winter of 1 997 drove an unusually large

number of bison DO leave the park, and more than

1,100 were killed m Montana by state and federal

officers.

At present, a public desire to have bison in the

Yellowstone area, especially on public lands

intended for wildlife conservation, is pitted against

the hypothetical risk of bison infecting cattle with

brucellosis The NPS and other Department of the

Intenor agencies are committed to carrying out

research that has been tunded to increase our

knowledge about the brucella organism in wildlife

and its possible threat to livestock, but wild

brucellosis cannot be eliminated unless an effective

bison vaccine is developed.

How Does Natural

Regulation Work?
The natural regulation of wildlife may involve both an animal's internal

physiology and its external environment To varying degrees, wildlife popula-

tions exhibit "self regulation.'* which means their growth tends to slow down as

the population becomes more dense and to increase if their numbers decline — a

biofeedback response For example, as more elk inhabit the same range, the

cows carry less fai and produce fewer calves, and the calves that are born weigh

less and are therefore less likely to survive. As the northern Yellowstone elk

population has grown, researchers have documented a decline in pregnancy rates

and increases m the w inter mortality of calves, yearlings, and older bulls

Environmental factors such as climate and prcdation also play a large role in

controlling an animal population During a predation study done from 1987 to

1 990. about one third of the elk born on the Northern Range were lost within one

month to predation by grizzly bears, black bears, coyotes, and golden eagles, and

an average of 20% of the population died each winter, mostly from undernutn-

tioo in the very young and very old

But while a policy of natural regulation may work for elk on the Northern

Range, it's not appropriate in all wildltte management situations National Park

Service policy and federal legislation will continue to require intervention in

certain circumstances — for example, to restore wolves and native fish, to

suppress exotic plants and animals, to fight fire in specified situations, and to cull

bison Hunting on public lands adjacent to the park can also he used to comple-

ment natural regulation The challenge is to pay careful attention to the conse-

quences of ecosystem processes while resisting the temptation to step in to "fix a

problem" that may be more complex or of a different type than first appears.

If You'd Like to Comment
or Obtain More Information

The changes that have taken place over the years in how Yellowstone manages

its wildlands have reflected not only an increased understanding ot the ecological

processes involved, but also the ongoing public debate National Park Service

policy works best when it has the support of citizens who understand their stake in

preserving these natural resources. If you would like to express your opinion on

how the Northern Range should be managed, please send your comments to:

Northern Range Comments
Yellowstone Center for Resources

P.O. Box 168

Yellowstone National Park.

WY 82190

You can also wnte this address to request a summary of the research or a copy of

the research report, Yellowstone's Northern Range: Complexity and Change in a

Wildland Ecosystem (151 pages).

What Lies Ahead for the Northern Range?

Much has been learned in the last 30 years

about natural regulation and about the limitations

such a policy faces in an ecosystem that is subject

not only to the same natural forces that have been

in place since the glaciers retreated more than

1 2.000 years ago. but to the more recent jurisdic-

tion by multiple government agencies and to

increasingly intense use by pnvatc landowners

After decades of futile attempts to improve upon

nature, the National Park Service believes (hat it's

in Yellowstone's best interest to let the range's

ecological processes determine the fate ol its plant

and animal communities, insofar as this is possible

This is nol a "hands off' approach. On the

contrary, as one of the few such expanses remain-

ing with all of its original component parts,

Yellowstone's Northern Range provides one ol the

world's most challenging laboratones for studying

the complexities of landscape ecology Despite the

tremendous progress that has been made in

understanding how it functions as an ecosystem,

the Northern Range has much more to teach us

about the processes that shape wildlands and native

grazing systems The National Park Service's

primary goal will therefore continue to be to

preserve its components and prevent unnecessary

interference with its natural processes.

Throughout this century, the U.S. Congress

and the public have supported the addition of

rangelands outside Yellowstone to improve the

integnty of migrating elk and other wildlife These

acquired rangelands and conservation easements

have helped restore migratory patterns and winter

range for more than 5.000 elk north of the park. This

has proven to be ecologically beneficial to elk and

other wildlife, and provided numerous public

benefits. As future decisions are made about the use

of public land outside of the park and about opportu-

nities to acquire more land, the public will need to

consider what pnonty it wishes to give to wildlife

habitat

Ultimately, (he question of whether natural

regulation is nght for the Northern Range is as much

philosophical as scientific In Yellowstone, as in

many national parks, decisions must often be made

w ith only a partial understanding of their possible

effect on lands held in trust for future generations.

Because careful scientists don't presume to have all

the answers, the debate over whether and how to

intervene on the Northern Range will continue to be

fueled by political processes and public pressure.

But it is the hope and intenl ol the National Park

Service that any resulting decisions will be steered by

the best available scientific information, and that this

information will be shared with all those interested in

participating in the discussion.

un

"The most important message
from this study [which com-

pares sites over time using

photos dating back to the

1880s] is that the Yellowstone

landscape is above all else

magnificently dynamic - there

is no "correct" or "pristine"

fixed state to which the Park

ecosystem should be held,

even if this were possible... In

this sense the past serves as

only a limited guide to the

future because the intensity

and frequency of the pro-

cesses driving ecosystem

dynamics change."
- From Yellowstone and the Biology of

Time (in press), by Mary Meagher and

Douglas Houston


